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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

All advanced air traffic control functions, such as Conflict Alert, are based
on tle ability to predict the position of an aircraft sufficiently far into the
future so intervention by a controller is possible in situations in which this is
warranted. The prediction of future position is based on velocity estimates
obtained from a tracking filter which estimates, via numerical differentiation, the
time derivatives of the position reports for a given aircraft. The purpose of the
present study is to examine different techniques for processing the temporal data
associated with the position measurements used in the tracking filter. In a
mult isensor ,ivironment, it is obvious that a tracking filter which operates at a
fixed rate and simultaneously for all tracks cannot be synchronized with each
indivioutal sensor. As a result, the tracking filter must account for the dif-
ferencts in the time of receipt for the position data received for different tracks
and by different sensors. Several alternative approaches have been developed for
this purpose. Two basic questions to be answered are the following: (1) What
quantitative difference in performance will be observed if the tracking filter
operates at a fixed rate using time correction to adjust the measured data to a
fixed point in time common to all tracks? (2) Should the tracking filter operate
on an asynchronous basis using the random time intervals between position measure-
ments as the temporal reference for smoothing and prediction?

The results of this study showed that the time correction process (which was used
to adjust the measured data to compensate for the differences between the time of
receipt and the reference time assumed in the tracking filter) yielded performance
that was actually slightly better than that obtained using an asynchronous or
random update approach with constant smoothing parameters. Although it is known
from a previous study that the random update approach should be expected to provide
better tracking performance than the time correction approach, it is necessary to
use smoothing parameters which vary with the time interval between data points
thus considerably increasing the computational requirements of the filter. It
was also found that in most cases, the differences in the time intervals between
position measurements are so small that it would be extremely difficult to justify
the random update approach to tracking filter operation even if an improvement in
performance was observed.

As part of the evaluation of alternative tracking techniques for performing
smoothing and prediction in an asynchronous environment, the question of the
accuracy of the time measurements necessary to support the tracking algorithm was
examined. The main conclusion of this study is that the timing accuracy presently
being used is insufficient for purposes of the advanced air traffic control func-

tions in the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) environment. This conclusion
was reached based on two separate observations. First, the position errors intro-
duced by timing inaccuracy (quantization errors) are significantly larger than the
measurement errors in the DABS range data. The DABS range accuracy will be lost
before the data even reaches the tracking algorithm. Depending on the azimuthal
accuracy of the DABS sensor, the system errors introduced by time quantization will
constitute the predominant source of measurement error throughout a significant
portion of the coverage area of the sensor. Second, the error in the 2-minute
position prediction, as used in the advanced automation features, will be on the
order of I to 3 nautical miles for a maneuvering target. This additional error
is due solely to the inaccuracy in the t ime measurement. In order to total lv
el iminate t iming orrors as a source of system inaccuracy for purposes of air

V



traffic control, a time measurement accuracy on the order of 0.05 second is
required to ensure the accuracy of the position data. This is at least an order
of magnitude better than that presently used. Even if the random update approach
to filtering had been found to be advantageous, the differences in the data inter-
vals resulting from target motion over most of the sensor coverage area are so
small that these differences could not be measured considering the present system
timing accuracy. The performance degradation resulting from timing inaccuracy is
independent of the filtering algorithm being used and will affect all algorithms in
a similar manner. The timing accuracy presently in use is not sufficient to
support the accuracy of the DABS data or the enhanced automation features. The
timing accuracy must be improved to make effective use of the available data.

vi



1 INTRODUCTION

The G-B tracking filter is a widely used technique for performing the operation
of numerical differentiation to obtain velocity estimates from noisy position
measurements. The simplicity of the algorithm and the limited computational
requirements have resulted in the use of this filter in many practical situations.
As a consequence, extensive analytical studies have been made of the 0-0 filter
(e.g., references 1 through 16). In virtually all of the studies which have been
performed to date, it has been assumed that the data are obtained at a constant
rate. In general, however, this is an unrealistic assumption because even for a
stirve iI lance radar rot at i ng at a constant rate, the targets are moving which
w.in-; t h:it ! h, t ime t ,rvals between posit ion measurements will not be constant.
A ovil.). t.,,,.t wil I not necessarily be at the same angular location with respect
to th." antenna so, while the average data rate will stay constant, the actual time
betweeri sainples wil I vary. As a result, most practical situations do not meet the
alssumpt ion of a constant time interval between data points on which most a-0 filter
analyses are based. One particular study in which this assumption is not made is
the work by Cantrell (references 13 and 14). The objective of the present study
is to show how the results obtained by Cantrell can be applied to the analysis
of the en route tracking algorithm (reference 17). These results have already
been found useful in the analysis of the en route altitude tracking function
(reference 18).

For the purposes of en route air traffic control there is an additional reason,
beyond that arising as a result of moving targets, why the data samples will noi be
synchronized with the operation of the tracking algorithm. Since a particular
air traffic control center may have from 10 to 15 different sensors providing '
surveillance information, the tracking algorithm can not operate synchronously with
all at the same time. Instead, the tracking algorithm operates at fixed time
intervals and processes the surveillance data which have been received since the
previos operation of the tracking algorithm (reference 17).

fhe specific purpose of this study is to demonstrate the consequences of assuming
that the posit ion measurements and the tracking filter operate in a synchronous
manner when, in fact, this is not true. If the situation above is recognized, then
it is possible to compensate for the asynchronous operation of the tracking filter
and data source by Us i ng the est imat ed velocity to adjust the measured dat a to
compensate for the difference in time between the filter operat ion and the actual
measurement time. In using such a procedure (time correction), the degree of
success is dependent on ( 1) the ability of the tracking algorithm to provide
accurate velocity estimates and (2) the degree to which the true target trajectory
can be expressed as a first-order function of the time difference. An explicit
quantitative analysis is given which will allow a comparative study to be made
between a tracking algorithm in which the time-correction process is used and one
in which it is not used. The performance statistics of interest in this study will
be (1) the variance of the velocity estimates and (2) the accu:a,-v of the extended
time-interval position prediction. Both of these statistics are of considerable
importance in determining the ability of the tracking algorithm to support
funct ions such as Conflict Alert (reference 17).

It the tracking algorithm is not scheduled to operate on the surveillance data
tinder the assumption of fixed time intervals, then it would ht possible to avoid
the use of t ime correct ion by having the smoothing and predict ion calcillat ions



based on the difference between the time of receipt of the previous measurement and
the time of receipt of the present measurement. The use of the exact time interval
(from measurement to measurement) in the tracking filter operation would avoid (1)
the approximation introduced by time correction and (2) the use of the estimated
velocity, which contains random errors. By using the exact time interval between
measurements, it is conjectured that the accuracy of the estimated velocity, which
is highly dependent on accurate measurement of the time intervals, would improve by
a significant amount thus justifying the elimination of time correction. Since the
actual operation of the tracking filter would become more complicated by the
elimination of time correction, it would be necessary to achieve a substantial
performance improvement in order to justify such a change.

2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 DEFINITION OF THE a-0 TRACKING FILTER.

The a-B tracking algorithm is a recursive procedure which performs the operations
of position smoothing, position prediction, and numerical differentiation for
velocity estimation. It is specified by the equations:

X (k) = x (k) + ,(X (k) - X (k))s p m p

X (k) = X (k-1) + (8/T) (X (k) - X (k)) (M)

X (k+l) = X (k) + TX (k)
where: p s v

X (k) = smoothed position at the kth time epoch
5

X (k) = velocity estimate
v

X (k) = predicted positionP

X (k) = measurement positionm

T = sampling period (assumed constant)

= smoothing constants.

For the purposes of the tracking algorithm, it is only necessary to predict the
future position of the target one time interval into the future. For the purposes
of advanced air traffic control functions, however, it is necessary to make
position predictions much farther into the future so that an extended time interval
position prediction will be defined as:

X (k,T') = X (k) + T'X (k). (2)p s v

The time interval T' is arbitrary. The accuracy of the extended time interval
position prediction is dependent on the accuracy of the tracking filter outputs,
X. and Xv, and also on the degree to which the actual flightpath follows the
constant velocity, straight-line assumption inherent in (2).
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I, the alc.',r, hm, as del Inod by (), I it is assumed that all computations and
m1.isur,,molts are, c i nc Int wit 1 1heh epoch time s. In an asynchronous multisensor
,,y ro,ment , howe.ver, da t a may he received at any t ime between the ope rat ions of
the tracking algor-ithm. In such cases, it is necessary to assume a reference time
t ,r the smoothing and prt-diction process which may not necessarily be the time of

operation of the tracking algorithm or the time of receipt of the measurement
datum. In the case of the en route portion of the National Airspace System, the
tracking function operates at a fixed rate, not necessarily that of the sensor,
with the computation time taken as the midpoint of the tracking cycle operation
(reference 17). The operation of the tracking algorithm is illustrated in

figure 1. The smoothing and prediction process uses the center of the tracking
cycle as the reference time, thus predicting from the center of the present cycle

to the center of the succeeding cycle. As illustrated in figure 1, measurement
data may not be received at the reference time used by the tracking algorithm. The

estimated velocity from the previous cycle may be used to move the data point,
either forward or backward in time, to make it appear as though the measurement
datum was received in synchronism at the center of the cycle. This process
is known as time correction.

In this case, the smoothing equations are

x (k) = X (k) + Q(X (k) + AT(k) X (k-i) - X (k))
s p m v p (3)

X (k) = X (k-I) + (B/T) (X (k) + AT(k) X (k-I) - X (k))

where

AT(k) = kT - T (k), (4)m

with Tm(k) being the actual time at which the position measurement was made. As
a result of the time-correction process, it is not even necessary for data to be
received every cycle, since if no datum is received in a particular cycle, the
track (or assumed trajectory) is simply predicted ahead to the center of the next

tracking cycle. (The opposite case in which multiple measurements are received
within one cycle will not be considered.)

Via the process of time correction just described, it has been shown how it is
possible for the tracking algorithm to operate at a fixed cyclic rate and yet
the measurement data which are used by the algorithm may be obtained at a different
data rate. The multiple sensor environment of the en route air traffic control
system meets the conditions just described. If the measurements are obtained
asynchronously and the time-correction process is not used, then this is equivalent

to the introduction of an error equal to the difference between the measured
position and the true position at the time the measurement should have been made if
the requirement for synchronism between the data source and the tracking algorithm

had been fulfilled. The elimination or omission of the time-correction process
will introduce an additional source of error into the tracking algorithm which is
unnecessary if the time of receipt of the measured position is known.

The errors (discussed above) that are introduced by the elimination of time

correction can be avoided if the tracking algorithm is modified to use the time
interval from the previous measurement to the present measurement. In this case,
the sampling interval is no longer constant but is recomputed for each measurement

3



as Tk = Tm(k) - Tm(k-1) which is used in tb Lracking equations as specified
by (I). Note that in such situation- !L c predicted posizion could not be computed
until the time of rece"- ,L the next measurement was known, but it would be
possible to a:roximate the predicted position, if required using the average
period c:Lween measurements. This would mean a more complicated correlation scheme
since the exact predicted position would not be used, but this would not be a
problem for most beacon targets, especially those using a unique discrete address.
The additional complication would be justified if a significant performance
improvement could be obtained.

The statistical performance of the a-B tracking filter is usually expressed in
terms of the variance reduction ratios which are the ratios of the error variances
at the output of the filter to the variance of the errors at the input of the
filter. The variance reduction ratios describe the performance of the tracking
filter in a steady-state situation in which all transients have decayed. If
transient errors are present, such as at the start of a maneuver, then errors
significantly larger than those discussed in this report will be present. It can
be shown, however, that the transient error for constant velocity targets will
eventually decay to zero for the tracking filter regardless of whether or not time
correct ion is used. Various techniques can be used to show that the mean error in
position and velocity will be zero for all of the a-B tracking algorithms discussed
in this report. The filter output will be unbiased for targets on a constant
velocity trajectory. Since only the steady-state performance is presently of
interest, the variance reduction ratios completely characterize the performance of
the tracking algorithms for the purposes of this study. The variance reduction
ratios for the particular a-8 tracking algorithm formulations of interes_ in this
study will be given in the following sections.

TRACKING ALGORITHM OPERATION

X (k-1) X (k) X (k+1)

X (k-1) X (k) X (k+l)

X (k-1) X (k) X (k+l)

m(k -I P X (k + ) 1ftAT(k-l)-=-a AT (k)j VZ~kH
(k-l)T kT (k+I)r

FIGURE 1. TIMF SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR ASYNCHRONOUS TRACKING FILTER OPERATION

4



2.2 VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS FOR a-B FILTERS WITH A CONSTANT DATA RATE.

In the standard configuration of the 0-B tracking filter, it is assumed that the
tracking filter and data source operate in synchronism at a constant data rate.
The tracking filter (in both dimensions) can be considered as a single input (X1 ),
multiple output (Xs, Xv, Xp) filter with the steady-state statistical character-
istics completelv expressed in terms of the normalized variance reduction ratios:

2 2
a K a

5 s X

2 2
O K O
v v K

2 "(5)
o=K G

p p x

where K., Ky, and Kp are the normalized variance reduction ratios for X.,2

Xv, and Xp, respectively, and a is the variance of the noise in the position
x

measurements at the input of the filter. The variance reduction ratio Kp applies
to the single scan prediction X P, In cases such as Conflict Alert (reference 17),
which depend on extended time-interval position predictions (i.e., (2)), a
generalized variance reduction ratio for predicted positions can be defined as

K (W') = K + 2T'K + (T')2K (6)p s vs v

where T' is an arbitary prediction interval. Since !ne three filter outputs are
obtained from a common input, it would be expected that a nonzero correlation
would exist between the various outputs. This relationship is defined by the
covariance between the velocity and the smoothed position and is calculated from

2
a using the normalized covariance reduction ratio K . The normalized variancex vs

reduction ratios for a constant coefficient, isotropic a-B tracking filter,
expressed in terms of the smoothing constants, are:

K (T) (2a2 + B(2-3))/D5

K (T) 2(/T) 2/D
v

K (T) (2a 2 + cB + 28)/D
p (7)

K (T) = (3(2a-6))/TD
vs

K (T,T') - (2a 2 
- 3aS + 280 + 2(T'/T)8(2a-8) + 2(fT'/T)2 )/D

where

D = a(4-2a-0) (8)

and which are the results normally found (references 3, 12 through 16, 18, and 20).
The above results are readily derived from (1) using standard z-transform tech-
niques (e.g., reference 16). Since four specific formulations of the tracking
filter will be examinod in this report and the performance in each case will he
sp,''ifi d hy the normalizod variance reduction ratios, it is important to note that

9 I ,I a' i . .ii1 .. . . -/ - Lg _. . L ..



the arguments of the various reduction ratios will be used to designate the type of

temporal dependency in the filter. For example, in the case of (7) and (8) only
the constant sampling period, T, is required to specify the temporal characteris-
tics of the filter.

2.3 VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS FOR a-0 FILTERS WITH FIXED TIME CORRECTION AND A

CONSTANT DATA RATE.

In the case where time correction is used in asynchronous tracking filters, the
filter equations are given by (3) with the predicted position equations unchanged.

In this section, only the simplest form of time correction will be considered--the
case in which both the data source and the tracking algorithm operate at a constant
rate but the actual position measurements are not made at the same time as the
refetence time used in the tracking filter. In all cases in this study, the
reference time will be taken as the center of the tracking cycle. In effect, the
sensor system and the tracking filter operate at the same frequency with a constant
phase difference which is specified by a known constant, AT. This situation is
similar to that illustrated in figure I with the exception that AT(k) is constant.

For the case in which a fixed time correction is used, the variance reduction
ratios can be calculated using the standard z-transform approach (reference 16)

as used previously. The resulting reduction ratios are:

K (T,AT) = (202 - 3GB + 20 + B2 AT/T)/D5

K (T,AT) = 2(B/T) 2 /D
V2 (9)

K (T,AT) = (2a + a$ + 20 + 2 AT/T)/D
p

K (T,AT) = (0(2a-B))/TD

K (T,T',AT) = (20 2-3+28+ 2AT/T + 2(T'/T)6 (2a-8) + 2(BT'/T) 2)/DP

where

D = Q (4-2Q-B)-8(4-4cG-B)AT/T-2(BAT/T) 2  (10)

which reduces to the results given in section 2.2 when AT=O. The results just
given can also be used when AT is a random variable if the intended use of the
results is such that a worst-case value can be used for the computations such as
in the design of correlation regions (reference 20). However, if it is desired
to determine the effect of a random variation in AT, which is the case in most
practical situations, then the results just given are not applicable and an

alternative approach must be used to derive the variance reduction ratios.

2.4 VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS FOR a-0 FILTERS WITH RANDOM TIME CORRECTIONS AND A
CONSTANT AVERAGE DATA RATE.

A surveillance radar rotating at a constant rate will not provide position measure-

ment at a constant rate unless the targets under observation are stationary, moving

radially, or circularly about the sensor. While the average data rate will remain

co. stant , the normal mo'vemnts of the targets will cause perturbation of the t ime

int ,tvals be.tweeu Inv'asll, rmeints for each particular target. In the case of a multi-
s°,nsor systeIM iu which ,;ach target is observed primarily by one radar with others

6



used for back-ups (such as in the en route air traffic control system), the
a-B tracking filter with a random time-correction factor and a constant average
data rate corresponds most closely to the real world. Hence, the solution in
this case is of great practical importance. The approach used in this case will
generally follow that used by Cantrell (reference 13) for dealing with random
temporal variation in the a-B tracking filter. Computation of the variance reduc-
t ion ratios will be facilitated if the tracking algorithm equations are expressed
iii th' mitrix torm:

~X Wk) fi-a T( I+taT/TaiL X (k-1) +~a]

= ~+ Xmk (W1

j (k L-8/T (I+BAT/T-8) X (k-i) /T

or,
X(k) = A(T,&T) X(k-l) + B(T) (uk) + x(k)) (12)

where:
X Wk

(13)
a C T( I +tAT/T- a)

ACT, AT)j

-O/T (I+ 8$AT/T- 0)J

and

B(T)

O/T

The measurement datum, X (k), is expressed as the sum of a true deterministic
m 2

component, u(k), and a random error component, x(k), with variance a0 which

will be assumed to be white stationary noise representing the measurement error.

The noise response of the filter is obtained in terms of the covariance matrix for
the errors at the filter output. This response is given by

2
P(k+l) = A(T,AT)P(k)A'(T,AT) + B(T) 0 B'(T), (14)

7
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2
where a is the variance of the input noise (reference 19). Alt of the coeffi-

cients in (14) are constant with the exception of AT which is the random time
correction factor. Cantrell has shown that in the case where matrices A and B are
random variables which are identically distributed and independent from sample
to sample, the covariance matrix is given by:

P(k+l) = A(T,AT)P(k)A'(T,AT) + B(T) a B'(T), (15)X

where the bar denotes the expected value, averaged over the random variable of
interest, in this case AT (reference 13).

'o solve tor the variance reduction ratios, A(T,AT) and B(T) are used in (15) with
the resulting equations then being averaged over AT. By performing the required
operations and noting that in the steady-state case

Pkk+l) = P(k), (16)

then (15) becomes, after some rearranging (assuming that E(AT)=0),

c(2-a) -2aa T(- T -(12+a(10+ /T2)) a
AT ss

2 2 2
B(1-o)/T 28-2aO+a -TAT-~B(+ /T )) vs WT a , (17)

-(B/T) 28(1-0)/T 28-B 21+0 /T ) P (8/T) 2

AT Uv22

where: a = E(AT 
2 )

AT

P = steady-state variance of the smoothed position, X (k)SS 5

P = steady-state covariance of X (k) and X (k), and

P = steady-state variance of X (k).

Solving these equations simultaneously gives:

22

K (T,oaT) = (2a 2-3a+2B)/6
s AT

2
K vs(T aT) = 0(2*-O)/(TA)

2 2
K (T,a ) = 2(0/T) /A

v AT 2 T 8 / )2

with A - (4-2a-O) - 2a .(T)

8



I the cast, where %.,O, thesk
' equations also reduce to the results given in

2
St( ton 2.2. Since the factor aT tends to reduce tile value ol the denominator

in the variance reduct ion rat ios, it would appear that the time-correct ion factor
would actually result in an increase in thle noise at the output ot a tracking
filter in which time correction is used, but as it is shown elsewhere (reference
18), this is not the case. In the case of the predicted position, Xp(k,T') given
by (2), the variance reduction ratio can be derived using (6) and in this case,

22

K(T,T',oT) (2a 2-3a8+20 * 2(''/T)8(2a-8) * 2(T'/T))/A (19)p

2
which reduces to K (T) in (7) when T'aT and aT=O.P

In order to complete the analysis, it is necessary to assume something about
the statistical chatacteristics of AT. For the purposes of this section, it wi'l
be assumed that th e time-correction factors are uniformly distributed with a
mean value of zero so that the variance is

2 2
a = (AT) /12 (21)AT

where now AT represents the width of the interval in which the time-correction
factors are contained.

2.5 VARIANCE REDUCTION RATIOS FOR G-0 FILTERS WITH RANDOM UPDATE INTERVALS.

The last class of a-0 tracking filters to be considered is the random update
filter, as used by Cantrell (reference 13), in which the reference time used
in the smoothing and prediction process is the actual time at which the consecir've
position measurements are made; i.e., (5) is used in (1). In this mode of opera-
tion, the time-correction process is not required but no errors are introduced
in the filter operation since the proper time difference is always used in the
velocity estimation equation. Because there is no longer a common reference time
for all tracks under observation, certain changes in an operational situation may
be required, such as the variation of T' to produce extended time position predic-
tions to a common point in time; however, the modifications required are rela-
tively trivial and would certainly be justified if a significant performance
improvement could be demonstrated.

In the case of the random update filter, the equations specifying the filter can
be placed in the form

X(k) = A(Tk) X(k-1) + g( k ) (u(k) + x(k)) (21)

where X(k) is as specified previously and,

9



1-/ Tk -

A( kST
L k(22)

B(Tk ) I

The performance of this filter an also be calculated in the same manner as that in
the previous section; i.e., c e relationship between the covariance matrix at

stage k+l and thkat at k is

2
P~k+l) = A(Tk) P(k) A'(Tk) + B(Tk) oB'(Tk) (23)

whicl. becomes (using (1h))

rPss kk) (1-)2 2(1-) 2 E(Tk) (1-0) E(Tk) P ss(k)

P W -0(l-a)E(I/T k ) (1-a) (1-20) (1-*) (-)E(T) P (24)
Is k k vs

8 k 2 ( 2T -28(1-0)E(1/r ) (1-$)2 P (k)

2  22

Lv k v

022

+ a8E(l/r ) x

S2F(I/T k )k

where E (0) denotes the expected value of the particular function of the separation
time, T k . Since the smoothing parameters of the filter are constant, the
coefficients in (24) can be specified in terms of a and B and the expected values,

E(Tk) E(T 2), E(I/T ), and E(I/Tk). In order to calculate the expected values
kc kc kc k

required, the statistical characteristics of Tk must be defined. For the purposes
of this study, it will be assumed that the random variable Tk is uniformly
distributed in an interval cf width At which is centered on T; i.e.,

T- at / 2 .kT+ t / 2  (25)
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so that the expected values required are given by:

E(Tk ) = T

kE(~
) = T + At/12

S(l/'rk) = I In I(T+At/2)/(T-At/2)l (2b)

EA(I/T ) = 4/(4T 2-t
2

k

where T is the average separation time between position measurements. Note that
At in this section is similar in function to AT in section 2.4 with the difference
being that at refers to the width of the interval of tracking cycle differences
while AT refers to the width of the interval of time-correction differences.

The linear equations which specify the variance reduction ratios can be obtained
bv rearranging (24) to give,

2(-)22 2 2a(2-a) -20-0)2E('k )  -( I-)2E(T k Ks(T,t) a

(27)
(l-a)E(l/Tk a+20(I-a) -(1-a) (I-W)E(T k K vs (T,At) aBE(I/,rk)

2 2 2 2-02E(i/T k 2 ( - ); /rk )  8(2-0t) J .v (T 'A t )  02E(I/T k)Ji

which can be solved simultaneously for the three variables of interest. Unfor-
tunately, the solutions to (27) do not reduce to any simple form, as was the
case previously, so the explicit solutions will not be given. Note that in the
limit as At-O and AT-.O, the results in sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 all approach
the same limiting values; namely, the variance reduction ratios for the constant
data rate case as given in section 2.2.

2.b GEOMETRICALLY INDUCED TIMING JITTER.

As was stated previously, a radar with a constant rotation rate will not result in
a constant data rate unless the target of interest is stationary, moving radially,
or circularly about the sensor. It the target is moving in the direction of the
scanning motion of the radar, then the time interval between measurements will be
larger than the period of rotation; if the motion of the target is against the
direction of scanning, then the time interval between measurements will be smaller
than the period of rotation. Because timing jitter is so important in determining
the variance reduction ratios, it would be useful to know the approximate magnitude
of the jitter induced by the target motion. This is not the only source of timing
jitter within thc system-the stability of the scanning rate of the radar is
also determined by the drive motor and the gear train coupling of the motor to the
antenna. In measurements of an actual air route surveiilance radar antenna, it was
found that the jitter in the time interval between North marks (a measure oi tile
mechanical stability of the system) was on the order ot _U.0 (s) second trom the
nominal value, thus mechanically induced jitter will probably b, negligible. Of
course, the value just given applies only to radar antennas in radomes, otherwise
the jitter will b. considerably larger due to wind loading. In addition to the

11
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jitter, there is also system induced jitter caused by the scheme used for interro-
gation of the aircraft transponder. As a result of the finite beamwidth of the
antenna pattern, the target may be successfully interrogated over a finite time
interval. Conceptually, the time of measurement should be taken as the time at
which the center of the antenna pattern swept past the measured azimuth of the
target. The use of this criterion for time measurement will ensure that the time
of measurement for each target will be defined in a uniform manner regardless of
whether the target was first detected on the leading or the trailing edge of the
antenna pattern. Since the interrogation and detection scheme presently used
requires repeated target interrogations before a target is declared, the uncer-
tainty in time measurement is at least on the order of several interrogation
periods. Assuming that the time of measurement is related to the azimuth of the
target as specified previously, then the uncertainty in the time of measurement can
be directly related to the azimuth accuracy of the system. The azimuth measurement
in the en route system is specified to have a standard deviation of 3 Azimuth
Change Pulses (ACP) (with 4096 ACP per 10-second antenna rotation). Using three
standard deviations to define the limits of the timing error, the detection process
results in an inherent system timing jitter of *9 ACP/409.6 ACP/s or ±0.021 s which
is on the same order of magnitude as the mechanically induced timing jitter.

The major source of timing jitter is the actual motion of the target. In some
cases, the update interval between measurements can vary from significantly less
than the period of rotation to as much as one and a half times the scan time
(reference 21). The largest deviations from the period of rotation occur at points
close to the radar. As the distance moved by the target between updates becomes
small with respect to the distance to the radar, the update interval approaches the
period of rotation. If it is assumed that the target flies in a straight-line,
constant velocity trajectory, as illustrated in tigure 2, then the update interval,
T, can be calculated from

tan(2w(T-1)) = tan tan - ' Xa + TVX\ - tanxa (28)

tn Ya + TV Y 1a

where

x Ya = initial position coordinatesa9

v, vx target velocities

and an iterative technique must be used to solve (28) (reference 21). For the
purposes of this study, an exact solution to the update interval is not required;
an approximation will be used to determine the magnitude of the deviations in
the update interval. In this case,

I T+AT (29)

where T is the period of rot.:ion and a'r is the deviation from the nominal value.
It Lht. rddar is rotating at a constant rate, w, then AO = -wT. An approximate
solut ion for AT can be obtained by applying the Pythagorean theorem to the right
triangle in tigure 2 whtch yields

12



(. cos A M + A x BI =,2 (30)

where PI JI and P2 = . The vector cross-product is used to determine

the distance from point A to the vector B (which can be derived from the formula
for the area of the parallelogram defined by A and B). In all cases in which the
update rate is considered, it will be assumed that all computations are performed
using the ground range-the altitude of the aircraft can be ignored. Using the

small angle approximat ion for the cosine and the fact that AT<<'T in most cases,
( 10) reduces to

/AT
{((x2 ( X a 2'vxv ay Cv a v

2y 2  ( 2 ++ y v + T2  2 2 (31)

which is valid for the case where the distance to the radar is much greater than
the distance moved in one update interval. In the case when the numerator of (31)
is zero; i.e.,

x v (32)

V va y

this implies that the cross product, AXB, is zero or, equivalently, that the
vectors A and B are parallel. In such a situation, the target is travelling aiong

a radial path from the radar; the timing jitter factor should be zero, thus con-
firming the intuitive interpretation of the condition AT=O. It has been implicitly

assumed throughout the development of the equations above that the timing dif-
ferences resulting from the difference in time required for the electromagnetic

signals to propagate along the radials to the target are insignificant when com-
pared to the differences resulting from the motion of the target. Since the

minimum value of AT occurs for a target moving along a radial (in which case

the two vectors and i are parallel), it might be expected that the maximum value

would occur for a target moving tangentially. This is not the case since the cross

product is a maximum when the two vectors involved are perpendicular. This would

imply an unreasonably high velocity target except at points close to the radar for
which (iM) is invalid in any case.

'The value of AT computed using the above equations refers to the deviation from the
nominal rotat ion period ot the sensor. For the purposes of this study, however, it
is the deviat ions from a constant rate which are important, whether or not that
rate is the same as the rotation period; this is not the same as the quantity just
computed. For example, a target moving at a constant speed in a circular tra-
jectory centered on the radar will result in a constant data rate. This rate
will not necessarily be the same as that of the sensor. Consequently, what is of

interest is the variation in AT with a changing scenario and not the deviation from

T as has beon computed. Computation of this variation would be far more difficult
but, as will be shown in settIon 3.1, thc: computation of AT is all that is required
tor tht, purposes ol this study.
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FIGURE 2. GEOMETRICALLY INDUCED TIMING JITTER

2.7 INFLUENCE OF THE ACCURACY OF TIMING MEASUREMENTS ON FILTER PERFORMANCE.

It has been assumed in the derivation of the results in the previous sections that

when the time-correction process is used, the time of measurement is known exactly.

Suppose, however, that the time-correction procedure is not performed in an

asynchronous situation. This is equivalent to the introduction of an error equal

to the difference between the measured position and the true position at the time

at which the fitter assumes the measurement to have been made. If the target is

moving at a constant true velocity XV, then the error which is introduced is

equal to ATXV so that the errors at the input to the filter can be considered as

two additive errors as illustrated in figure 3. The error AX will be assumed

to arise as a consequence of the measurement errors in the data.

It will be assumed in all cases that the measurement errors in the data and the

tin,.ng errors (no matter what the source) are white and stochastically independent

of one another. When time correction is used, the measurement time must be known.

This situation is illustrated conceptually in figure 4. As seen in this figure,

the time-correction process is a feedback loop in which the estimated velocity is

multiplied by AT to form a corrected input. Since time is also quantized, a second

noise source is needed so that instead of the error being ATXV, it is now ATqXV

where ATq is the time-quantization unit. The performance of the tracking filter,

in the case where the only errors are those discussed above, can be written

in terms of the appropriate variances and variance reduction ratios. For example,

14
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FI(GURE 3. INPUTr DATA ERRORS FOR ASYNCHRONOUS FILTER WI'rHOU'F TIME CORRECTFION

VV

x

X AT q

FIGURE 4. INPUT DATA ERRORS FOR ASYNCHRONOUS FILTER WITH TIN: CORRECTION
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in the case of the variance of the velocity errors, the filter performance without
t imt- correct ion is

P = K (T)(o2 + X 2a (33)
vv v X V AT

2
where a 2 variance of measurement errorsx

2 T variance of time differences between assumed time of measurement
'AT and actual time of measurement.

and similarly for the other performance statistics computed using the variance

reduction ratios. As (T 20 the results specified by (33) approach the standard

results given previously (i.e., (5)) in which the tracking filter and the position
measurements operate exactly in synchronism at a fixed update interval.

For the case in which a random time correction is used, similar results are
obtained; e.g.,

2 2 +
2 OT

P = K (T, o 2) (a + ) (34)
vv V AT x V ATq

2
where 0 AT is the variance of the time measurement errors. If the time of

q 2measurement is known exactly, then a =0 and the results reduce to the standard
ATq

case as specified previously. If the tracking filter does not use time correction
but rather smooths from measurement time to measurement time, as in section 2.5,

then the variance reduction ratios as defined by (27) should be used but the
additive contribution from the time quantization, ATq, will remain as in (34).
All cases considered in this report assume that the time measurement errors are
uniformly distributed with a mean of zero so that

2 = (AT )2/12 (35)

GATq q

where now ATq is the width of the interval in which the time measurement errors
are contained.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The analytical results developed in section 2 will now be used to evaluate several
alternative tracking configurations and the effects of time correction on each.
Some of the configurations chosen for comparative analysis correspond to the system
as it is presently constituted while others correspond to configurations which
might be applicable in the future.

16



3.1 PEAK MAGNITUDE OF THE GEOMETRICALLY INDUCED TIMING JITTER.

An estimate of the geometrically induced timing jitter may be obtained from (31)
for cases where the distance moved by the target in one scan is much less than the
distance to the radar. Since only the peak magnitude is of interest, a worst-case
solution to (31) will suffice. The maximum value of (31) did not occur when the

target is moving tangentially (see section 2.6), but when the target movement is

small with respect to the distance to the sensor, the difference between the value
ot AT for a tangential velocity and the peak value is inconsequential for practical

purposes. The difference in this case is quite similar to the difference between
the arc length and the corresponding chord for small central angles. The numerical
results in this case are given in figure 5 as a function of the range of the sensor

and for a worst-case velocity of 600 knots. The rotation periods used for these

results correspond to the nominal values which might be observed for the Air
Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) (reference 22) and for the DABS

(reference 23). In the special case of a tangential velocity, a second approxi-

mation can be derived by equating the arc length and the chord length which gives

2
AT = v T /21rr. (36)

For a target at a range of 5 nautical miles (nmi) with 10-second radars, (36)
gives AT=0.5305 s, while (31) yields 0.5033 s. While the fact that these two
approximations agree very well does not prove that either approximation is close to

the true answer, the fact that the approximations agree so well at short ranges and
that the accuracy of the approximations must increase with range does tend to
indicate that these results are satisfactory for practical purposes. In the
previous study in which the update interval was calculated, it was concluded that
special consideration would only have to be given in cases where the range to the
target was less than 5 nmi (reference 21). Since only a relatively few targets
will be observed at ranges less than 5 nmi, the approximations just developed can
be assumed to apply throughout the entire practical coverage area of the sensor.

As noted in section 2.6, it is not the deviations from the sensor rotation period
which are important, but rather the deviation from a fixed rate whether or not that

rate is the same as that of the sensor. In actuality, it is the variation in AT
which is of importance rather than AT per se, but since the values of AT are so

small (compared to T) the variations in AT are obviously of secondary importance in
any case.

3.2 TRACKING FILTER PERFORMANCE FOR FIXED TIME CORRECTION INTERVALS.

The simplest case in which time correction is used is the case where the data

source and tracking filter operate at the same rate but at a fixed time difference.
The variance reduction ratios which are applicable in this case are given in

section 2.3. In order to compare the performance of a tracking algorithm with time
correction to one without, the ratio of the variance reduction ratios for a
2-minute position prediction was computed; i.e.,

r = K (T, T',AT)/K (T,AT') (37)

P P

where T'=120 s. T is the period between data points and AT is the time-correction
factor. This particular performance statistic was chosen for convenience because
it combines the position and velocity performance of the filter, via (6), while the
2-minute prediction is of considerable practical importance for the enhanced
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automat ion features, such as Conf Iict Alert (reference 1 7). The results of the se-
computat ions are given in figure 6 for a worst-case time correction equal to half
the data interval; i.e., AT=±t'l'/2. Note that the results for T=4 and 10 s are so
close that the differences are insignificant. For simplicity it was assumed that
the a -8 smoothing parameters were related by the Benedict-Bordner relationship
(reference 3), 8=a 2/(2-a), so that only one parameter would be required to index
the results. Equation (37) has the characteristic that r-I as AT 0, which is the
expected result for this performance statistic as well as other performance statis-
tics which might be defined using the variance reduction ratios (smoothed position,
velocity, etc.).

The data presented in figure 6 demonstrates that throughout most of the range of
p;'raimetrs th,, deviat ions from a synchronous tracker (AT-O) are relative v smal I .
S it , the-lit, r lts prest'nte- art applicable to steady-state sitiat ions (i.e., no
I i t; ot s du t o t rans ients are present), it would be expect ed that only small
values of the smoothing parameter would be of practical interest (in typical cases
a,1/2). In this case the performance of the tracking algorithm with time
correction ranges from 15 percent worse to 9 percent better than the baseline
synchronous tracker. On an intuitive basis, the reason for the improvement
observed for negative time correct ions is that in this case the most recent data
point actually occurred after the current time of interest so that the smoothing
operation of the filter actually corresponds to an interpolation process. In the
case of a positive time correction, the current time of interest is actually bevond
the most recent data point so this case corresponds to an extrapolat ion process
which is, in general, iess accurate than an interpolation. If the time-correction
factor for each track is a fixed value and the time-correct ion factors over the
ensemble of tracks are uniformly distributed in the range -T/2 to T/2 (assuming
that the center of the tracking cycle is used as the basis for the tracking compu-
tations), then the average degradation in tracking performance due to the use of
time correction will be on the order of 2 to 3 percent for all smoothing parameters
less than 0.5. In the -T/2 to T/2 range the degradatqon for positive time correc-
tions is only slightly greater than the improvement for negative time corrections.

The net result in this case is only a very slight degradation in average per-
formance which for practical purposes is insignificant.

In the case where AT=-T/2 and the position smoothing parameter approaches one, the
performance ratio is asymptotic to infinity indicating an unsatisfactory parameter
combination. An analysis of this case showed that for a= 8=1 and AT=-T/2 the poles
of the z-transform are on the unit circle rather than inside as is required for
system stability. However, such parameter values are of no practical interest in
the steady-state case so this performance characteristic is of no concern. The
Benedict-Bordner relationship (reference 3), used to express 8 as a function of a,
is only strictly correct in the case where time correction is not used. It would
be necessary to calculate a and 0 as a function of AT in order to maintain the
same maneuver-following performance as was used to derive the original relation-
ship between a and 8. For simplicity, the smoothing parameters were fixed
in this study unlike the approach taken elsewhere (e.g., reference 13). The
a-B relationship just discussed is not the only possible one. Another widely known
relationship has been derived by Sklansky (reference 1), based on a critically
damped criterion,

8 2-cz-2-VY1-a
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The results obtained using (38) were also examined. For the critically damped
parameter set, the performance results were insignificantly different from those
found previously and followed the same general trends so the results were not
included. As in the previous case the a-8 relationship could be rederived to
include a fixed time-correction factor but this was not done for the reason
given above.

For illustrat ion, the results of a second performance statistic are also included
and are given in figure 7 in terms of the performance ratio for the smoothed
posit ion,

r -K (T,AT)/K (T). (39)

The performance ratio for smoothed position indicates that time correction results
in a somewhat larger degradation for positive corrections than was the case pre-
viously for large values of a. However, for values of the position smoothing
parameter in the range of ;,ractical interest (<0.5) the net result is the same;
namely, if the time-correction; factor is uniformly distributed in the range -T/2 to
T/2 over the ensemble of tracks, then the average system performance will be
degraded by only a few percent as compared to a perfectly synchronized tracking
algorithm. By comparing the constituent factors of (39) (i.e., (7) and (9)), it
can be seen that these results depend only on the ratio AT/T so that the data in
figure 7 is applicable to both 4- and 10-second radars since AT=±T/2.

Implicit in the limitation imposed on the range of the time-correction factor is
the assumption that there are no significant delays in the processing of the
data by the sensor. While this is a reasonable assumption in the case of light
or moderate target densities, in the case of heavy target loads, sensor delays in
excess of one half the scan period may be observed thus leading to larger time-
correction factors than those considered here.

3.3 TRACKING FILTER PERFORMANCE FOR RANDOM UPDATE VERSUS RANDOM TIME CORRECTION.

The results in the previous section were calculated assuming the time-correction
factor was constant. In practice, as the results in section 3.1 show, there will
be variations in the time interval between data points simply as a result of the
motion of the target. As a consequence, it will be necessary to compensate in some
manner for the variation in the time intervals between position measurements if
an accurate estimation of velocity is to be obtained. In this section two possi-
ble techniques will be examined for compensating for the variation in the data
interval. Using the time of receipt for each data point, a revised time correction
can be computed for each data point resulting in a random time-correction factor
as is discussed in section 2.4. Another possible technique is to use a random
update interval (as discussed in section 2.5) in which the tracking filter operates
from time of receipt of one datum to the time of receipt of the next, thus using
the exact time interval for all computations. It might be expected that the latter
technique would produce better results since it does not depend on the constant-
velocity, straight-line trajector*, sumption implicit in time correction which
must be done when using the estimatto velocity. As in the previous section it will
be assu-med that the 0-B smoothing parameters are fixed and related by the Benedict-
lh,,,Ine,, rel 11 ionship (re ference 3).

Thr 1). 1ormainc'e measu,.s used in this comparison will be the rat io of the variance
rihicil rat tus for the 2-minitt' posit ion prediction and the velocity; i.e.
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r = K (TT',At)/K (T,T' 2T (40)

r = K (T,At)/K (T,aT 
(41)v v p OAT )  
4

Tile velocity perfornance statistic was chosen for use in this case because the
greatest impact of timing would be observed in the velocity errors. In consonance
with the notat ion used previously, At will refer to the width of tile interval
(centered on T) in which the differences between the time of receipt of the
data points aro located while AT represents the width of the interval in which the
time-correction factors are located. For the purposes of this section it will be
assumed that At=AtT. While the performance ratios defined by (40) and (41) would be
close to on,-, for AT<KT, it would be expected that the largest differences would be
observed when AT-T since the Lime-interval differences between position measure-
ments could be quite large in this case.

The performance statistics rp and rv are given in figures 8 and 9 for AT=T/2
and AT=T. Note that because AT refers to the width of the interval, the time-
correction factors in these two cases range from -T/4 to T/4 and -T/2 to T/2,
respectively. As in the case of rs in the previous section, the ratio rv depends
only on the AT/T ratio so that the results presented are applicable to both 4- and
10-second radars. In all cases, the results presented in figure 8 indicate that
the performance of the random update filter is slightly worse than the tracking
filter with random time correction. In general, this was also true of the other
performance statistics which could be defined (rs, rvs, and rp (single-scan)),
except for some of the results for the smoothed position (W(0.7) in which case r
was as low as 0.83. As noted in the previous section, values of the position
smoothing constant greater than 0.7 are of no practical significance for a steady-
state situation. The results in figure 9 for AT-T show a significant degradation
of the performance of the random update filter as compared to the ranfom time-
correction filter. The reason for this result is the fact that as AT becomes
larger the minimum random update interval becomes smaller. It has been shown in a
previous study that for a fixed gain a-8 filter as the minimum update interval
decreases the variance at the output of the tracking filter increases (reference
13). In order to avoid the degradation in tracking performance as the minimum
update interval decreases, it is necessary to adjust the a and B parameters as a
function of the update interval. If a-*0 and B-0 as the update interval decreases
then little weight will be given to data obtained over small time intervals. If
the smoothing parameters are chosen in the proper manner, the performance of
the filter will remain relatively constant as AT changes but at the expense of
increased computational requirements. As stated previously, however, the case in
which varying smoothing parameters are used will not be considered in this report.
The case where AT=T implies a widely varying data interval; from the results
p:-esented in section 3.1, it is seen that variations of this order of magnitude
will only be observed at distances very close to the radar. This constitutes only
a very small portion of the radar coverage area. Even the case where AT=T/2 will
not occur with any great frequency so it is apparent that the random update filter
has only a limited area of application, especially in light of the degradation in
performance as compared to the tracking filter with random time correction. The
results (not shown) for the case AT=0.5 s, which would include most of the coverage
area of the sensor, showed a maximum degradation of only 0.b5 percent for the
random update filter as compared to the random time-correction filter. Performance
differences of this level of magnitude are inconsequential for practical purposes.
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J.4 INFLUENCE OF TIME QUANTIZATION ON SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM POSITION MEASUREMEN'I
ACCURACY AND TRACKING PERFORMANCE.

For the numerical results presented up to this point, the formulation of the
performance statistics has been such that errors in timing applied equally to

both tracking filters under consideration. Since the implementation of the

tracking filter will be via a digital computer, it is obvious that time, like all
other quantities, must be quantized for use in the filter with a specified granu-
larity or precision. As explained in section 2.7, the time quantization introduces

an additional source of error at the input of the digital filter. The additional
errors are equal to the difference in the position at the actual time of measure-
ment and the position where the target would have been located at the quantized

time of measurement. In a previous study (reference 18), it has been shown how an
excessiveiy coarse time quantization resulted in a significant degradation in
tracking filter performance as compared to the performance which would have been
possible given position measurements of the same accuracy but using a significantly
finer time quantization. Since the numerical differentiation performed in the

tracking filter to estimate velocity requires an explicit knowledge of the time at
which the position measurements are obtained, it is of considerable practical
interest to know the time quantization required to insure that the accuracy of the
position measurements is not measurably degraded due to timing errors. The timing

errors are of equal significance no matter which approach is used to process data
received at unequal time intervals. In view of the importance of timing errors,

several approaches have been tried in the analysis of their significance.

3.4.1 Influence of Time Quantization from Geometrical Considerations.

Of the various possible approaches to the analysis of the influence of time
quantization errors, the simplest approach is to compare the magnitude ot the
timing induced errors with other system quantization errors. In the case of time
correction, as specified by (3), if the time-correction factor AT(k)Xv(k-l) is
in error due to some quantization error in AT(k), then an additional random error

component equal to the product of the velocity and the quantization error in AT(k)
will be introduced. Since the velocity which must be used for this purposes is the
estimated velocity, there will be an additional error due to this fact; this error

will not be considered since it is a second-order quantity.

The range of the ?osition errors for a specified range of timing errors is given
in figure 10 for target velocities of 200, 400, and 600 knots. To illustrate the
significance of these errors, a comparative scale is given based on the least

significant bit (LSB) of the polar coordinates used for position measurement. (The
LSB's used for this report are those applicable at the present time and are subject

to change.) For the azimuth errors, the distance used is based on the arc length
for the least significant bit at a range of 100 and 200 nmi. For the specific

systems of interest in air traffic control, the least significant bits in azimuth
are I ACP and 1/2 ACP for ATCRBS and DABS, respectively, with 4096 ACP per antenna

revolution (reference 24). The least significant bits for the range errors
are I/d and 1/128 nmi, respectively. For the present system, the datum is timed
according to its time of receipt at the Air Route Traffic Control Center with the

time measurements being quantized to 0.5 s. However, the data may be delayed in

transmission at the sensor. This delay, or time in storage, is measured to 0.125

s; in actual usage, it is rounded-off to the nearest 0.5 s. This gives a maximum

Lctal timing error of approximately 0.75 s excluding any random delays which
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may he encountered in tihe modems or connect ing circuitrv. The range of possible

t iring errors is thought to extend to 0.8 or 0.9 s, but it may be even large'r.

From the results presented in figure 10, it is seen that the present system

t iming accuracy is not quite sifficient to maintain the LSB of the ATCRBS range
measurements in all cases since the t ming induced errors are somet imes on the

order of the LSB. In the case of the LSB of the DABS range measurements, it is

seen that the timing induced posit ion errors are far greater in magnitude, some-
times by an order of magnitude. This indicates that several of the lowe.r order

bits in the DABS range measurement ar' useless unless the system timing accuracv

is improved. At distances close to the sensor (within a few tens of naut ical
miles), the time (lant izat ion errors will be the predominate source of system

.vrrs by Y ,eeding both the errors in range and azimuth. It should be noted that
necM,, the 11n.ilvsis of the significance of t iming errors just presented is based

,,l,'lv ,,n :,eoittrical arguments, these same results will apply regardless of the
natur,. ,t te,' spvcifi d tracking algorithm.

3.4.2 Influence of Time Quantization on the Basis of Input Noise Considerat ions .

A ; shown in section 2.7, the additive contribut ion to the noise level at tht input

to the tracking t ilter is

I I, ,) ,1

= o + X o (.42
x x v Ar

where :
o nois,, variance at filter input 1

x

a = measurement noisc variancex

XV = true velocity

and a/, = variance of t ime quantization errors.

It is assumed in (42) that the position measurement errors and the t ime quant iza-

t ion errors are statistically independent. It will also be asstued that thel, t me

quant iz.at ion errors are uniformly distributed so that the variance, is givetn by

(35). Since the results in the previous section showed that the errors indiied hv

time quantization are significantly larger than the range errors, the varian,, of

the noise at the input to the tracking filter relative to the range measurment
errors wi I l he used as the bas is for comparison. The performance rat it r , ), iv,,n

by
2 2 2 2

r= ./ 
2  

= I + X a /O - )
x x V°AT x,

q
represents the increase in the noise level at the filter input relat ive to th,

sensor range measurement errors. Since the azimuthal errors will piedominatev

at most ranges of interest , i f the contribut ion of time quant izat ion errors I s

small relative to the range measurement error then the effect of t iminv errors

would be insignificant throughou: the entire coverage area of the sensor.
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The result,- in this case are given in figure 11 in terms of the performance rat io r
lttr thle DABS sensor which is specified to have a standard deviation in range of 50
i ket . lIn the case ot ATCRBS, the standard deviation of thle range measurement
errors is specified as 0.125 nmni. Over thle range of variables specified in figure
I I1, thu maIximumII Value Ot r was 1.15, which indicates a relat ively ins igni ficant
Incrcease due to time (jUanLtizat ion errors. As a consequence, thet- results will not
be shown. Froni the results in fi gure 11, it is seen that the same general co1c Inl-
s ion can be reached as in the preyvious sect ion; namely, that thlt errors introduced
by thle presently used level of time quant izat ion are far more significant, dLu to
thle much larger magnitude, than thle range measurement errors o1 thle DABS sensor.

3.4.3 Implication of Time Quantization Errors tor the hxte-nded Time Interval
Position Prediction Used in Advanced Automation Features.

In order to express thle effec ts of t ime quant iza tion in a ire opera tional I
s ignifi[cant manner, thle error in thle 2-minute posit ion predict ion, as (uStd tot Lit'

eidi anced automat ion featutres Sutc h as ContfIi ct Alert (reference 1 7) , was calkuiiatted

as a tkinct ion of thle range of the tinting quant izat ion errors. Thel( testilts ark

given lin figuire 12 inl termis ot thle error at the 1-percent level assuming a 6Oaiiss tan
distribution and a worst-case target veloc itv ot 600 knots. The error in this cast

was calculated assumnilig a Constant data rate of 4 s and a random tilite-curtcL Iion
iit erva I ot 4 s , so that

2.5t I K 2', (a +1/Va 2

AT x X

errors and K 1 , ' , ) i s given by ( 191. Naturally these results art l ower

Components wh ici will resuilt lin larger errors.

As ti heisI.,ti I ts ini I iit 12 show , t hrt is , as woulId be expt t ed tI )IIorn 1Ok

reisil I t I * . Suhst ant I al I 1IC ase in Lithe error iii t It, 2-linut t posit Ioin pi ti kI tlt.

ItIit' 1 0 1 Tilt ( Lui It I Z dt I LnM. Fo r theI t II inn ug accurizacv present iv uised , tL is it i t, js I

oaim aount to a 1kew tenths ot a nattic a Iii It. As bet ort, oiv [ti, esu I I ts I ,I

III, DAK,- rangep errIors ar' ire~stintked hkecauIse evenI t iotugl the trrors itI [it Al I K :
aewt I.gr tilt- sigiiitltantt oft 1ining errors was signil itantl I~ lt-,, I

lott Qg~k. t ti, e r ror S in tilt AT(.RBS ase' IincrIeased I ttoli 0 i. 93 t o 1 .1) niii . W11 I '
pretld kt Ion rro1xitSII lklt I t l in t his sec t ion ale tIa t ivetv smallI ii sti7 t p,-Ii 1,

onl t lit ordel o I ii) 1 r ti n t I t lthe separat ion stattdiurtls )I, it shiould 1it- ii ti t -t
Ithere -t arec ntainv l it sourk I~s )I ert-rr tlrt'tgJOit tito stirvti I IlanteI 'Sys tem so I hat III

heit a'; Ot tas Ii I V I imi nadt et t t rors su, h as I innt ng , i t makes I i tt I itv-tsIi

een inaI I i errlrs . Howtvt-t , (licter i s attot hrt mtore s igt it at(int lea-.sort

inniiii n err ors wit t it i.s I is( ussed i n t he I' tI, w i ng sc, t ionl.

1.44 ImplI( at io (,it 0 liing F rr o rs t ot MaitIVker In6 targtts

I I I'tV,,II, ou es I Is" I ha , - i bee dervdt I -k indt-i I t h- a sI Impl tI I il ii. 1 111t III H II1

iiv- lit -t #-I imiiiiiI d .ind I ikt- I iI t c is opt-ral Illy' III a -lt-ilV-st alt- I III .I I

I in i io , I I tv , h w, . I , tm t I. I ittp" T dit ,d " I , h. I I Ill, I '!V-'.4
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targets, then values of the velocity smoothing parameter (8) betwt-en 0.3 and

0.6 may be required. Values such as this are much larger than those consider,-d

previously and are much larger than those presently in operational use. It shild

be noted that the design of a practical tracking algorithm normally includes a

switching function to choose between alternative sets of smoothing parameters.
This funct ion can be opt imized to reduce the magnitude of the transient err or

(references 20 and 25).

The impact of increasing the velocity smoothing parameter can be assessed by
observing the general form of the variance reduction ratio for the extended posi-

tion prediction (see K (T, T'); e.g. (7), (9), or (19)). As the ratio of the

predict ion t ime to the tracking cycle (T'/T) increases, the largest factor in
K p(T,T') will be due to the velocity variance reduction ratio. This was observed
for the 2-minute prediction. Using this observation a "rule of thumb" caan he

deve loped which i"-presses the approximate relationship between the error at the

input to the filter and the error in the predicted posit ion. As a consequen e

of the domination of the velocity errors, it is seen that for cases in whic h :i.

prediction time is much greater than the data interval

e e.BT'/T 4 S
0 1

where e, is the error in the predicted position and e i  is the t r rort t[I,.

input to the filter. The factor OT'/T represents the ampl ificat ion , ,, ,1h" rr
propagat ing through the tracking filter.

For the case of ATCRBS, the amplification factor T'/T would be in tie range o:
to 7 for a highly responsive tracker; for DABS this factor would be In the ranc, <)

[0 to 20. Note that these ranges assume the use of isotropic smoothirpi. In the
case of nonisotropic (i.e., track-oriented) smoothing, the maximum value of tht'

amplification factor may be considerably higher (by as much as a factor of two).
Considering the values just calculated for the amplification factors and the values

of the errors in figure 10, it is seen that in the case of DABS if these errors art,
multipl ied by a factor of 10 to 20 then the resulting errors in the predicted
position may well be as large as I to 3 nautical miles. It is highly probable that

timing errors in a maneuvering situation are of far greater importance than for the
straight-line tracks. Since a maneuver is a transient situation which involves the
nonlinear operation of switching the smoothing parameters, an exact calculation of
the error cannot be made. However, on the basis of the simplified analysis just
given, it must be concluded that timing errors may -ave a significant impact on the

accuracy of the 2-minute position prediction in a maneuvering situation. T ht

errors just discussed are present at the input of any type of tracking filter (ri
discussed in sect ion 2.7) and have essent ial ly the same impact no mat t er what t ypt
of tracking algorithm is used. Hence, the same errors in the predicted posit ion
will he observed whether the timing error represents an error in the cilculat ion ot

the time-correction factor or in the calcul at ion of the random update interval.

4. SUMMARY

The pt imarv motivation for the use of a track ing algorithm is the need to est imat

target velocity from position measurements. As a consequence, c.I oc it v is i
derived rather than a measured quant ity and is dependent on t hp procss ,'t
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numerical different iat ion performed by the tracking filter. An explicit part ot
t~ie numerical different iat ion process is the measurement of the ime assciatd
with each position measurement. The purpose of this report is to evaluatt- the
procedure used for incorporation of the temporal data associated with the position

measurements into the tracking process. As would be expected, there are various
wavs to incorporate the temporal data so the objective in this report is to
evvaluate the alternat ive approaches available and to ascertain which is opt imum in
the context of en route air traffic control. The major characteristic of the en

route environment which necessitates such an analysis is the fact that moving

tarvets are being observed by multiple sensors. Since different sensors cover
diftft'rent portions o the total surveillance volume, it is apparent that a tracking

algorithm operating . t a fixed rate in this environment cannot be synchronized with
each sensor at the same time. In addition, the fact that the targets are movin'

me;ns that the time intervals between position measurements for the same target
wi Il not be constant. As a result , considerat ion must be given as to how the

temporal data associated with each measured position is to be used in the tracking
filter.

The analvtical solutions for the tracking filter performance in the various cases
of interest are given in sect ion 2. Four separate cases were cons idered. In

the first case considered (section 2.2), the tracking filter and sensor operate at

a constant rate and in perfect synchronism. This case is most commonly used for
analytical studies and would only be found in an operational environment in which a

single sensor observes a stationary target. In the second case considered (section
2.3) , the tracking filter and sensor both operate at the same rate but with a

constant time (or phase) difference between the times of operation. The estimated

velocity is used to adjust or "correct" the measured position by an amount equal to

the product of the estimated velocity and the difference in time between the

reference time used bv the tracking algorithm and the time of measurement as

provided bv the sensor. This process, known as "time correction," is used to make
it appear to the tracking algorithm that the measured data from the sensor was
actual iv svnchronized in time with the operation of the tracking filter. The
abil itv ,f the t ime-correct ion process to compensate for the asynch-onous ,,nerat ion
of the filter and sensor is dependent on (1) the accuracy of the velocity estimates

and (2) the implicit assumption of a constant velocity, straight-line trajectory.

Since the previous two cases are unrealistic in an operational environment, two
additional cases were examined. In the third case (section 2.4), it is assumed
that the tracking filter operates at a fixed rate and the sensor supplies data
at the same average rate so that the t ime-correction factor is random for each
position measurement on a specified target. This corresponds most closely to the

actual operational en route environment in which the tracking filter operates at
fixed intervals, but the data for each track may have been received at any time
within the tracking cycle. The time of receipt will change in relation to the
reference time used by the tracker as the target moves. In all of the three
cases discussed above, the predominant reference time was determined by the
operation of the tracking filter.

An alternat ive approach (section 2.5) is to use the actual time of receipt ot the
measured position as the t ime of reference for the smoothing and predict ion proce-ss
performed by the tracking filter. In this case, the update interval of the tilter

wi I I now be random and wi I 1 correspond to the actual t ime period htwe,, . , Onse,,'-

t iv, p s it ion masur'innL s on each I argovt. It woul d be expect ed hit s 1n:, t he
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formulation of the tracking equations does not depend on the assumptions inherenit
in the time-correction process, the results in this case would yield better per-
formance because the estimated velocity is no longer used in the smoothing process.
Since each track will now have a separate reference time in the random update case,
for functions such as Conflict Alert which depend on a common time reference, it

will be necessary to create a common time reference. This will complicate the use
of this approach in practice but such complications could be acceptable if the
performance improvement warranted such action. The results show, however, that
such a change is not warranted.

Some ancillary considerations which require analysis are discussed in sections 2.6
and 2.7. One question of particular interest is what variations in the data
interval would be reasonable for nonstationary targets? An approximation was
developed to evaluate the timing jitter observed for targets of arbitrary velocity.
The approximation is valid when the distance moved between measurements is small
relative to the distance from the sensor. A final item of consideration in
all the variations of the tracking algorithm is the degree of accuracy of the time
meastirements necessary to support the operation of the tracking algorithm. An

error in the time measurement translates directly into an additional sourLv of
error at the input to the tracking filter. This error is directly proportional to
the velocity of the target under observation.

The numerical results based on the analyses just discussed are given in section 3.
The first numerical results presented show the worst-case timing jitter which could
reasonably be expected in the en route environment. It is shown that in the region
beyond a range of 20 nautical miles, which is almost the entire coverage region of
the sensor, the peak timing jitter induced by target motion will be less than about
0.02 and 0.15 seconds (s) for the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) and Air
Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) targets, respectively. It is only at
distances very close to the sensor that the approximation used to obtain these
results is invalid. It is only in this same region that extremely wide variations
in the data intervals will be observed. The portion of the coverage region in which
widely w rving data intervals are observed is so small that any tracking algorithm
wh ich is specifically designed to handle large variations in the data interval
would not be justified based on the frequency of occurrence of these variations.

Numerical results for the comparison between a tracking filter with a fixed time
correction and tracking with a perfectly synchronous filter are given next. The
objective here was to evaluate the process of time correction per se in the absence
of any randomness in the time-correction factor. If it is assumed that while the
time-correction factor for each track is constant, the time-correction factor over
the entire ensemble of tracks is uniformly distributed over the entire tracking
cycle (with the reference time at the center of the cycle), then for the range of
the position smoothing parameter likely to be of interest in a steady-state situa-
tion, the overall impact of time correction on the ensemble of tracks is extremely
small. The actual results showed only a 2- to 3-percent degradation in performance
for the 2-minute position prediction as compared to the optimum in the synchronous
case. Thus, the process of time correction introduces only a very slight reduction
in overall system performance.

S ice he scenario u1sed t o obt a in t he results d iscussed above does not inc lude

f.l1d,11lll tint Iit rvills b tween posit ion measurements, a more real ist ic comptarison

w. e I, '1,i Icd next h,4'w teei (Wo i aI uil , I ilters which proc's. datl t. I\' J it
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varying intervals. In this case, the comparison is between a tracking filter in

which the time-correction factor is random over a specified interval as compare-d to

the random update filter (with constant coefficients) in which the smoothing and
prediction process uses the actual time of receipt of the data as the temporal
reference of the filter. The performance results in this case showed that when a

large variation exists in the data interval and the time-correction factor, that
the performance of the fixed parameter random update filter was significantly worse

than the tracking filter with a random time-correction factor. In the case of
smal I variation in the data interval, which is the most realistic case as the

timing jitter analysis shows, the performance differences between the two filters

were negligible. Intuitively, it would be expected that the random update filter
would yield improved performance. However, in the previous study in which this

was consideted (reference 13), the smoothing parameters were not fixed but were
funct ions of the time interval between measurements. As a result, the only way
the random update filter could yield improved performance is if the smoothing

parameters are computed as a function of the data interval. This would consider-

ably increase the computational requirements of the tracking filter. In addition

to the increase in the computational requirements, there would also be the conse-

quent operational changes required since a common time reference for all tracks no
longer exists. It is concluded that the random update filter would not yield any

significant practical benefits and would result in a degradation in performance
unless the smoothing constants are variable resulting in additional computational

requirements. Even if the additional complexity of the filter were not a problem,

the relatively minor differences in the data intervals throughout most of the
coverage area of the sensor means that the overall improvement in performance would

be negligible.

It is clear that the performance differences between the two filters just discussed
are insignificant over most of the sensor coverage area. The choice between the
two can be made on the basis of the ease of implementation and operational
considerations rather than on the basis of performance. For the multisensor
environment of en route air traffic control, the fixed interval tracking filter

with time correction is to be preferred over a random update approach since on the

average there will be no benefit to using the latter approach.

The last item of interest in this report is the question of the timing accuracy

needed to support the air traffic control system. In order to fully evaluate this

question, four separate approaches were taken. The four approaches included: (1) a
comparison of timing errors when the errors resulted from the quantization of other

sensor data, (2) a comparison of the significance of timing induced errors with the

range measurement errors at the input of the tracking filter, (3) an evaluation of
the increase in the error in the 2-minute position prediction as a function of
timing errors, and (4) an evaluation of the significance of timing errors for

maneuvering targets.

In the first three approaches, the additional errors resulting from time quantiza-

tion were compared in magnitude with the range measurement quantization errors. It

was found that for DABS data in each case the result was the same; namely, that the

time quantization errors introduce significant performance errors into the tracking
algorithm. For example, the errors resulting from the time quantization presently

used (0.5 s plus other errors) are frequently an order of magnitude greater than
the DABS range quantization error (see figure 10). It is obvious that the rancie

accuracy of the DABS data will be de ;troyed by timing errors before the data ever
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reaches the tracking algorithm. In fact, depending on the azimuthal accuracy of
the DABS sensor, the system errors introduced by time quantization may actually
constitute the predominant source of position measurement error throughout a
significant portion of the coverage area of the sensor since the timing induced
errors may exceed both the range and azimuth measurement errors of the sensor. The
obvious conclusion from these results is that the timing accuracy presently in use
is incompatible with the accuracy of the data which is available from DABS. A
similar conclusion was reached in a previous study (reference 26). In order to
guarantee no measurable degradation in system performance resulting from time
quantization errors, it would be necessary to measure time with an accuracy on
the order of 0.05 s or about an order of magnitude better than at present.

Another consequence of the time quantization errors can be seen by comparing the
worst-case timing jitter in the data interval, given in figure 5, with the 0.5 s
quantization error. This comparison shows that even if the performance of the
random update filter was significantly better, the use of this filter could not be
justified since in most cases the time of receipt is not known accurately enough to
make use of the random update approach. As a matter of fact, the jitter in the
data interval as a result of the time quantization errors is, in most of the
coverage area of the sensor, far greater than the jitter induced by target motion.

The fourth technique for evaluation of the significance of timing errors is based
on the impact of these errors on the 2-minute predicted position for a maneuvering
target. By using a highly simplified approximation to the performance of the
tracking filter, it is shown that in the case of DABS the errors introduced
into the 2-minute predicted position as a result of timing errors during a maneuver
are on the order of I to 3 nautical miles which is a significant error considering
the 3 nautical miles separation standard in certain situations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the findings presented in this report, the following two conclusions
are made:

1. The overall impact of time correction on the tracking algorithm is extremely
small and introduces only a very slight reduction in total system performance.
The variations in the time intervals between position measurements are so small
in most cases that the use of a tracking algorithm specifically designed to
handle large variations in the data interval would not be justified.

2. The process of time correction requires that the time of receipt of the posi-
tion data be measured. The impact of the errors in the time measurements was
evaluated using four approaches. In each case it was found that timing errors will
introduce significant computational errors into the tracking algorithm. In the
case of the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) the system errors resulting from
timing inaccuracy will actually constitute the predominant source of measurement
error as it exists in the Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) tracking
algorithm. To eliminate the degradation in system performance resulting from
timing errors, a time measurement accuracy of about 0.05 second will be required,
as compared to the presently used technique which gives an accuracy of about
0.8 second.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the findings in this report the following two recommendations
are made:

1. The use of a random update approach to the smoothing and filtering function in

a multisensor environment was not found to yield any significant potential for

improved system performance because the actual magnitude of the deviations in the

data interval are small compared to the rotation period of the sensor. As a

result, it is recommended that the concept of a fixed interval tracking algorithm,

with time correction to compensate for the time of receipt of the data within the
tracking cycle, be retained unless some basic change is made in the characteristics
of the en route environment.

2. It is absolutely essential that the system timing accuracy be significantly
improved to take advantage of the accuracy of the DABS data. An accuracy on the

order of 0.05 second is recommended in order to ensure no measurable degradation

in system performance as a consequence of timing errors. If the precision used

for reporting the DABS data is increased, then the significance of timing errors
will become even greater thus further justifying the use of more precise timing
measurements.

It is important to note that the significance of the timing errors will be the same

regardless of what tracking algorithm is used. This is additional justification
for the improvement in the timing accuracy.
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